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For the sustainable development of our company, it is of particular importance to offer each and 
every one of our employees an appropriate environment. 

As a family company, in which the next generation of our family already bears significant responsibility, 
the importance of each individual and their influence on business activities as well as on the 
relationship with our business partners is particularly visible. 

We are currently taking this into account in our marketing campaign and offer employees, who have 
been with us from the very beginning, the opportunity to not only present their thoughts but also 
their contribution to the successful history of the Rohrer Group for over 45 years.

A development that is only possible through conscious interaction with the environment and all of 
the company's stakeholders. The present compliance report is the first of its kind and is intended to 
accompany us in an updated form for the next few years in order to document the efforts to shape 
this environment, and even to improve it, and to enable all aspects of sustainable development.

Only by acting responsibly in the economic, ecological and social environment will it be possible to 
maintain the position of our company, if possible, to expand and to have economic success in the 
future.

This still requires special commitment from every individual in the company, also a responsible 
approach by all of us to the environment, the social environment and economic responsibility.

Johann RohrerJohann Rohrer

Foreword by the owner

EDITORIAL
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Unless stated otherwise, all data mentioned in this report refers to all 
locations of Rohrer Group.

INTRODUCTION

CORPORATE POLICY

VISION
We want to be the most innovative and customer-
oriented industrial services company in Europe.

MISSION
As a family business we want to offer integrated 
maintenance services of high quality to our cus-
tomers.

COMPANY VALUES

SAFETY
Safety is the core value that governs everything! 
Our declared goal is to achieve zero incidents. 
Safety is the responsibility of every single emp-
loyee including top management. We expect all 
employees to comply with all safety standards 
and to be actively involved in the development of 
new standards. Working safety is the basis for a 
safe life and happiness of every single person – 
for the whole life! 

TEAM SPIRIT
Every working team requires a strong founda-
tion. This strong foundation is our team spirit. 
Each employee knows that our work can only be 
successfully done in a team. Professionalism is 
the center of all our actions. 

RESPONSIBILITY
As a global company, responsibility is of high im-
portance for us, as we have social responsibility. 
Each of our employees bears personal responsi-
bility for his work. 

We encourage our employees to take responsi-
bility, but also to start initiatives and to carefully 
judge and make required decisions. Each indivi-
dual, but also each team, has to accept this re-
sponsibility and stand by it. 

FLEXIBILITY
It is our strength to be at our customers’ service 
even on short notice. Our employees know this 
and act correspondingly.

Company and Services Over-
view

The Rohrer Group is a family-owned business; it 
was founded in 1975 by Johann Rohrer. Currently 
we offer industrial services, particularly for the 
petroleum and chemical industry at 45 locations 
in Europe and Middle East. Our core services are 
scaffolding, technical insulation and industrial 
cleaning. Combined with mechanical services 
and tank and pipeline construction, they become 
an integral part of our turnaround management 
services portfolio.

Moreover, we offer innovative solutions tailored 
to our customers’ needs. For all our services we 
use state-of-the-art technology to ensure the 
safety of our employees and to protect the en-
vironment. This also ensures that our employees 
can do their job efficiently.

We currently have about 3500 employees in Eu-
rope; among our customers are renowned com-
panies such as Shell, BASF or OMV and Borealis.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
We created the position of a Compliance Officer 
in our legal department who is responsible for 
the development and implementation of our cor-
porate guidelines. The HSEQ (Health, Safety, En-
vironment, Quality) department is involved in de-
veloping guidelines for certain topics. Following 
those guidelines results in clarity and transpa-
rency, which in turn allows us to act consistently.

The managers of each branch company of the 
Rohrer Group and the operations managers on 
site are responsible for implementing the busi-
ness ethics guidelines. They can refer to the 
Compliance Officer for help, but also for feed-
back about the guidelines and for reports of pos-
sible violations of those.

The Compliance Officer has a special position 
when it comes to violations of legal or company 
related regulations: As an independent body the 
Compliance Officer processes the reports and 
takes further actions if required. In case of seri-
ous violations, the Compliance Officer also acts 
as the link to the authorities. 

Violations of our ethics guidelines can be repor-
ted using the standard ways of communication, 
but also using our whistleblower system (see 
page 8).

BUSINESS ETHICS
The Compliance Officer is responsible for reports 
on ethical topics. A report on ethical topics is part 
of the annual CSR report; moreover, top manage-
ment is regularly informed about the feedback 
from the branches. In case of serious violations, 
management will be informed immediately.

Code of Conduct

To us Corporate Social Responsibility is a core 
instrument to reach our goals. Only a sustaina-
ble company can compete under the conditions 
of global markets. Our Code of Conduct is based 
on our company values and regulates the con-
duct of our employees and business partners. 
It creates clarity and security for our business 
relations and thus facilitates transparency in the 
decision making process.

By acknowledging the Code of Conduct our busi-
ness partners as well as our employees commit 
to abiding by all applicable laws, in particular to 
human rights, the protection against discrimina-
tion, environmental protection and fair business 
conduct. We also expect our business partners 
to commit to those principles and act according-
ly.

Equal Opportunity and Equal 
Treatment

We commit to equal opportunities for all of our 
employees and reject discrimination against 
people because of their ethnicity, nationality, 
religion, culture, age, sex or sexual orientation. 
Our human resources department makes its de-
cisions based only on the qualifications.

Due to our primary business areas such as scaf-
folding, industrial and tank cleaning, technical 
insulation and mechanical services, which are 
all connected with hard manual labor, we have 
a very low number of female employees. Despite 
the very low proportion of only 4%, a significant 
number of managers in upper and top levels are 
women, among them one managing director and 
4 department managers of our legal, controlling, 
marketing and human resources/accounting. 

Because of our work and the risks for health and 
life associated with it, it is hardly possible for us 
to employ people with disabilities in our opera-
tions. However, we do employ people with disa-
bilities in administrative positions, considering 
what is possible at the respective locations.

Corruption

With our Code of Conduct we commit to all appli-
cable laws and international treaties. That also 
means we want to prevent unfair influences on 
our business relationships, such as bribery. Our 
employees are not allowed to accept any gifts, 
which may be intended to influence them. Such 
incidents have to be reported immediately. 

We consider confidentiality highly important, 
since we do not only deal with our own corpo-
rate secrets, but also in particular those of our 
clients. Protecting those is in our company’s very 
nature, which is why violations result in severe 
disciplinary measures.

Each employee of the Rohrer Group is asked 
to report violations of our anti-corruption gui-
delines. To do so, we have what we call our 
“Blue Boxes” at all of our locations – blue post 

boxes which all Rohrer Group employees can 
use to communicate with management, even 
anonymously if required. Moreover, our Com-
pliance Officer can be reached via email to  
compliance@rohrer-grp.com or anonymous-
ly via our newly created compliance website  
www.rohrer-grp.com/compliance. 

Privacy

Privacy is of utter importance for all of our busi-
ness areas. Hence, we do not only comply with all 
legal requirements, but we have also developed 
our own IT security guidelines, which prescribe 
extensive measures for handling our employees’ 
and business partners’ data. Responsibility for 
the implementation lies primarily within the IT 
department, but ultimately also requires the 
collaboration of every employee. The key points 
of our IT security guidelines are data protection, 
particularly on storage media, by encryption, the 
mandatory use of anti-virus software and fire-
walls as well as the exclusively professional use 
of company email accounts. All of our employees 
are subject to confidentiality. Moreover, our gui-
delines require that no data, and sensitive in-
formation in particular, may under no circums-
tances be publicly available, neither printed nor 
digitally. This includes the use of filesharing 
platforms. The data on our company servers is 
protected by firewalls and is backed up regularly. 
Moreover, our IT security guidelines regulate the 
use of social media.

Rohrer Group ensures the obligation to docu-
mentation, information and protection by the fol-
lowing measures:

• When the EU GDPR came into effect in May 
2018, all employees of Rohrer Group were 
informed comprehensively about the legal 
basis and the scope of data processing wit-
hin the frame of their employment, contact 
partners, duration of data storage, their 
rights and obligations. Furthermore, the 
managers commit to secrecy according to 
the GDPR and all employees to the general 
protection of company secrets. Employees 
entering our company already commit to this 
regulation by signing their work contract
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• According to the requirements by German 
law, Johann Rohrer GmbH (German Branch) 
created the position of a Data Protection Of-
ficer; the employees were informed accor-
dingly

• All documents of Rohrer Group (invoices, 
purchase orders, stationary, emails etc.) 
contain the privacy statement, which is also 
available for download from our homepage

• Agreements for processing orders were 
made with all external and internal compa-
nies, which execute work for Rohrer Group 
according to art. 28 GDPR

• Continuous assessment of risk evaluations
• Only the data relevant to the recruitment 

process must be collected. All data of per-
sons who will not be hired will be deleted. 
The data relevant for employment will only 
be collected once an applicant will definite-
ly be employed. An annual update is done to 
keep the data up to date or to make necessa-
ry corrections and/or delete records

• Our company has a form to report any viola-
tion of privacy regulations to the responsible 
data protection authority immediately

• The Controlling Department (in cooperation 
with the individual companies of the Rohrer 
Group) keeps the required data processing 
directory up to date continuously

Whistleblowing-System

All our employees as well as external people 
have access to our “Blue Boxes” to report inci-
dents. Those blue mail boxes are used to hand in 
complaints, reports of violations as well as ideas 
and proposals to improve the workplace. To en-
sure reliable processing of all reports, the Blue 
Boxes will always be emptied by at least two em-
ployees. The same applies to processing those 
reports. This ensures that every message will be 
considered and cannot be eliminated based on 
its content.

Reports of violations of our regulations have to 
be forwarded to the Compliance Officer imme-
diately, who will then process the material and 
act as required. The Legal Department and re-
sponsible authorities can be involved if necessa-
ry.

Moreover, we have instated the email address 
compliance@rohrer-grp.com which allows di-
rect communication with the Compliance Officer 
using their private or business email as well as 
any other email alias. We have also created an 
anonymous online form to report incidents and 
ethics violations, which can be found on www.
rohrer-grp.com/compliance. We encourage our 
employees to report any incidents they may have 
witnessed and point out to them that they do not 
have to fear consequences for handing in a re-
port.
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Responsibilities

„Clear regulations of  
responsibility, communica-
tion and implementation.“

The company-wide (“global”) HSEQ Department 
is responsible for developing safety guidelines 
und measures. Those have to be implemented 
by the branch managers and the local operati-
ons managers in their respective areas. They are 
supported by the local safety advisors as well as 
the global HSEQ Department.

Reporting is done in reverse order: The local 
operations managers report to their branch ma-
nagers who in turn report to HSEQ who collect 
all the reports and submit them to general ma-
nagement. The implementation of measures will 
be periodically checked and verified by global 
HSEQ. The results will then be used to evaluate 
the measures and to take further actions if re-
quired.

Human Rights

„Adherence to human rights 
along the value chain; con-
trol and improvement of the 
situation; safe and efficient 

reporting system.“

Rohrer Group commits to the United Nation’s 
Declaration of Human Rights. Abiding by those 
rules, in particular the prevention of child labor 
and forced labor as well as human trafficking, is 
also anchored in our Code of Conduct. We would 
like to note that we do not operate in countries 
that are considered at-risk countries by the UN1. 

By far the greatest risk in this context lies within 
our supply chain. Hence, our suppliers also have 
to commit to our Code of Conduct. The Rohrer 
Group’s Purchasing Department assesses this 
commitment prior to initiating business rela-
tions. 

Equal opportunity and equal treatment (see 
page 7) as well as rejecting discrimination and 
molestation are important aspects of the human 
rights. Due to our core business activities, we do 
not employ many women; however, we have em-
ployees from many countries and cultures, due 
to our many locations all across Europe and the 
Middle East. Hence, we commit to a workplace 
climate, in which all employees treat each other 
respectfully and equally, and there is no toleran-
ce for discrimination and racism.

Such a multicultural working environment and 
diversity requires openness and readiness to ta-
ckle challenges arising from this multicultural 
environment. We take care of each other’s indi-
vidual needs to achieve the best possible work-
place climate. To counteract any violations of our 
Code of Conduct, we instated the Blue Boxes and 
other measures to report such violations and to 
be able to take actions if necessary.

45 locations in 17 countries

Countries of origin of our employees > 25

1) https://www.unepfi.org/humanrightstoolkit/geographic.php

LABOR AND HUMAN 
RIGHTS

Rohrer Group respects the Human Rights as 
well as all applicable labor and employment 
laws and the working standards at our respec-
tive locations. We expect from our vendors and 
contractors to do the same.

Besides the common labor rights, the regulati-
ons for fair payment, leisure time and vacation 
as well as the protection from child labor and 
forced labor, we consider it an important part of 
labor and human rights to give our employees 
the chance to develop and grow – and thus we 
support them to do so.

We set the following goals for ourselves:

value BY 
2019/2020

target value 
BY 2020/2021

accident 
frequency =

Injuries
0,79 0

m hours

accident 
severity =

lost days
25,9 0

m hours

accident 
rate =

number of 
accidents 0,0014 0
employees

Lost days 164 0

First Aid cases 16 0

Percentage of employees 
with occupational health 
training

100% 100%

Number of safety audits 
conducted by HSEQ 
department

527 600

Occupatio-
nal health 
training

hours

4h/emp/a 4h/emp/a
employee

  

Data Acquisition 

We measure our performance on labor and hu-
man rights based on data from:

• Audits, inspections – on average 1 per cons-
truction site

• Employee feedback, questionnaires, propo-
sals for improvement

• Accident and incident reports; measures are 
implemented on local basis

„Zero lost time incidents, 
commitment to all legal re-
quirements along the value 
chain, safe working conditi-
ons along the value chain.“

„Our most important goal is 
the safety of our employees, 
so that they can return home 

safely and healthy.“
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Occupational Health

„Zero accidents, 
no cases of first aid.“

The Rohrer Group works primarily for clients 
in the petroleum and petrochemical industries. 
Those are branches which have high safety re-
quirements and a highly developed safety culture 
due to the inherent dangers in their fields. Those 
requirements are not only valid for themselves, 
but all contractors have to commit to them as 
well. 

Working Safely

„Reduction of risks,  
reduction of accidents and 

first aid cases.“

On all of our sites we encounter various types of 
dangers. Those are primarily of chemical (e.g., 
dangerous chemicals), ergonomic (e.g. lifting 
heavy loads), mechanical (e.g. by heavy machi-
nery), physical (e.g. heat, radiation) and psycho-
social (e.g. mental stress) nature. 

Our HSEQ Department assesses the dangers for 
all our locations, branches and activities regu-
larly and develops protective measures which 
can reach from re-organizing activities (e.g., to 
reduce the personnel on site) and wearing simp-
le PPE to very specific measures that significant-
ly improve safety. For example, newly developed 
safety regulations for high-pressure cleaning 
activities were put into action in the past year.

The required safety measures and PPE is usu-
ally defined in a Last-Minute Risk Assessment 
(LMRA) to obtain the required work permit on 
site. However, particularly longer and complex 

work require more intense planning and prepa-
ration.

Work permits are company standard for most of 
our clients. This ensures that the people doing 
work at a specific facility know about the specific 
risks of their work place, and it also gives the cli-
ent an overview of how many people are at a fa-
cility, and where specifically they work. This pro-
ves vital in cases of emergency, but also helps to 
plan activities so that the risk that stems from 
other work can be reduced to a minimum. For 
this reason we also apply this concept wherever 
possible.

Moreover, we are eager to improve the safe-
ty of our employees by using state-of-the-art 
technology, according to our company vision of 
innovation. For example, we use robots for clea-
ning tanks and pipelines (so called “no man en-
try” operations), or we use high-pressure water 
blasting instead of chemicals that can harm our 
employees and the environment. Our scaffolding 
branch uses lightweight materials to reduce the 
ergonomic load on our employees without com-
promising the load capacity.
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Training and Development

„Training all employees on 
safety topics, providing 

options for development.“

Our employees receive regular training on sa-
fety topics to increase the awareness for their 
responsibility for their own health and safety as 
well as for their colleagues’. This will help us on 
our path to achieve our goal of zero accidents.

To get to this goal, we also post health and safe-
ty newsletters with hints and tips for improving 
work safety and highlight the dangers and room 
for improvement in specific situations. This is of-
ten the result of “lessons learned” from previous 
incidents.

To be able to keep track of the training status of 
our employees and to handle training more ef-
ficiently, the electronic training tool UWEB2000 
has been rolled out to our locations in Austria, 
Germany and Finland in the second half of 2019, 
and which is currently being rolled out to our ot-
her locations as well. The system facilitates trai-
nings and the documentation by not only storing 
the certificates of successful participation auto-
matically, but also by assisting in planning fol-
low-up trainings and providing reminders before 
certifications become invalid. It also facilitates 
training by making the contents and the corre-
sponding quizzes available in various languages. 
Finally, the introduction of UWEB2000 allows 
better insights in the trainings our employees 
receive, listed per employee, topic, branch and 
location. Currently, each employee receives an 
average of 4 hours of training per year. Variati-
ons are specific to the position and responsibility 
in our company.

Occupational Health Care

Our employees have direct access to occupatio-
nal health care on many of our locations, either 
from our own medical staff or from the health 
care centers on the locations of our clients. Ad-
ditionally, we give our employees access to free 
vaccinations and medical advice accompanying 
their work.  

COVID-19

Spring 2020 posed a new challenge for us with 
the coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2) spreading and the 
resulting measures to stop the pandemic. Not 
only did we have to find solutions to continue our 
services for our clients in a way that conforms 
to the legal requirements, but some clients 
even fast-tracked shut-downs to use the time 
of reduced demand efficiently. This meant not 
only planning the technical execution of those 
projects, but also required extensive personnel 
planning to meet the local requirements and re-
gulations while maintaining flexibility to adapt to 
the changing situation.

Our measures are closely coordinated by our 
management and the HSEQ department. We 
have developed internal regulations in addition 
to the local legal and company regulations of our 
clients to standardize the procedure throughout 
the Rohrer Group. 

Working at Rohrer Group

Rohrer Group projects its company values to the 
workplace. That means team spirit and safety 
are our top priorities. Most of our jobs are done 
in teams of at least two employees, which sig-
nificantly improves the safety of our employees. 
The motivation of our teams has increased by the 
fact that our employees can rely on one another.

Our jobs also require high flexibility: Depending 
on the clients’ wishes we offer personnel to be 
on standby on the weekends and public holidays. 
This allows us to react quickly to malfunctions 
and emergencies. If required, our employees 

also work at night, or even on remote sites. We 
value our employees’ flexibility and they receive 
additional benefits in return. Apart from financial 
benefits, we show our appreciation by organizing 
community events (unfortunately, those cannot 
take place as usual this year, due to COVID-19 
and the corresponding restrictions), as well as 
by responding to our employees’ needs.

Finally, we promote responsibility: Each emp-
loyee takes responsibility starting on day one of 
their employment, and thus gets the opportunity 
to learn by executing tasks and to develop and 
grow with his tasks.

We take good care that our employees work 
under circumstances that meet at least the mi-
nimum legal requirements. Most of our collea-
gues do hard manual labor, so we offer them a 
working environment that answers their needs 
as good as possible. Apart from fair payment, we 
offer a good work-life balance to guarantee suf-
ficient recreation after hard work. Particularly 
during summer time, we point out the necessity 
and health benefits of sufficient breaks and hy-
dration to our employees, to ensure short-term 
recreation from the work under sun and heat.

We do not only offer our employees a work en-
vironment that is as nice as possible, but we also 
make an effort to improve it further by using mo-
dern technologies. We also ask from our busi-
ness partners, contractors and suppliers that 
they comply with applicable labor rights as well 
as the Rohrer Group Code of Conduct (see p.3). 
This way we make our contribution to improve 
and maintain social standards along our supply 
chain.

Working at the Rohrer Group primarily means 
being part of a team. To facilitate the team spirit, 
we traditionally organize a variety of events – alt-
hough many of those fell victim to COVID-19 this 
year. Those events strengthen the community 
among our employees and enable the feeling of 
belonging together, even if we work at very dif-
ferent places throughout Europe. There are also 
many community measures on local basis: For 
example, we celebrated the 5-year-anniversa-
ry of ERMO-Rohrer with an event for our emp-
loyees and their families, even the very young. 

Christmas parties are traditional events at all 
our locations, and we even take part with our 
own office teams in sports events! 

Training and Career

The Rohrer Group management values the de-
velopment of its employees. Hence, we strive to 
place our employees according to their qualifi-
cations and abilities in such way that they can 
not only bring the most benefit to our company, 
but also so that they can develop new abilities 
and skills. We particularly look for talented and 
motivated young people to start their career at 
Rohrer Group. We know about the potential of 
the next generation and want to start recruiting 
the future leaders on time.

Hence, we train apprentices in our various bran-
ches. Besides apprentices in our primary busi-
ness areas like insulation we also offer training 
for car mechanics to maintain our car and truck 
fleet, HVAC and electrical engineering technici-
ans etc. This way we ensure that the upcoming 
generation of employees is well qualified to 
execute our work safely. The profound training 
young people can receive at Rohrer Group com-
bined with good work results and high motiva-
tion forms the basis for a successful career in 
our company.

We regularly hold company presentations and 
booths on career fairs on selected universities, 
such as at Montanuniversitaet Leoben (Mining 
University of Leoben, Austria), which has a tight 
connection with Rohrer Group based on long co-
operation. Additionally, we offer internships to 
provide young engineering students with a glim-
pse at our work and give them the opportunity to 
start their career with us.

Our employees are confronted with various chal-
lenges. We offer training courses specifically tai-
lored to their needs to support them in the best 
possible way with their tasks. This is to make 
sure that our employees can develop exactly the 
skills they need in their daily job. Moreover, we 
give highly motivated employees the opportunity 
to learn new hard skills which enables them to 
move on to new challenges, either in new fields 
or by boosting their careers. Last year, we were 
able to support employees to become certified 
pipe, conduit and industrial service technicians 
or scaffolder or safety experts, allowing them to 
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make a step ahead in their careers, or to help 
them getting a special driving license, such as 
truck drivers with additional licenses for com-
mercial transportation (C95) or the transporta-
tion of dangerous goods (ADR).

Whenever possible we try to recruit personnel 
from within the company for open positions. This 
allows a more efficient use of capacities in our 
company, but also encourages our employees 
to keep learning and developing to be available 
for new experiences. We deploy our employees 
depending on where their abilities are most re-
quired. We value our employees’ flexibility and 
consider their personal life when it comes to re-
locations within the company. However, we are 
also eager to deploy our employees to where 
their abilities and strengths are required, and 
where they can make the biggest difference.

In celebration of our 45th anniversary, we have 
made a series of videos portraying some of our 
longtime employees. Those videos illustrate the 
many different career options that working at 
Rohrer Group offers you, and that they are open 
to every single employee in our company. The-
se videos can be accessed via our social media 
channels on LinkedIn, Facebook and Instagram. 
They illustrate nicely how our equal opportunity 
policy works in practice: Career and develop-
ment options exist for every single employee in 
our company, the decisive factor is motivation, 
and not gender, ethnicity or education.
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ENVIRONMENT

„We are aware of the impact 
of our services on the envi-
ronment and of the role we 
play with respect to climate 

change.“

On the one hand, we play our part in reducing 
our clients’ environmental footprint with our ac-
tivities, e.g. by supplying efficient thermal insu-
lation or installing state-of-the-art equipment, 
on the other hand, we know very well, that our 
activities themselves consume energy and thus 
have a significant impact on our environment. 

Our goal is to reduce our own footprint with the 
use of modern technology, for example in our car 
and truck fleet, our administration buildings and 
our services. At the same time, we also want to 
help reduce our clients’ environmental impact.

Responsibilities

Our global HSEQ Department develops guide-
lines, the local HSEQ Departments implement 
them together with the local management. Re-
porting to management works in the opposite 
direction.

Environmental Impact of our 
Activities 

At our Austrian locations an energy audit conclu-
ded a total energy consumption of 16.3 m kWh in 
2018. 10% were consumed in buildings (heating, 
electricity consumption etc.), 27% in production 
and 63% in transportation. Since the basic con-
ditions and structures are quite similar at our 
other locations, we can safely assume that our 
vehicle fleet amounts to about 2/3 of our total 
energy consumption. 

The major part of our added value stems from 
services, while our own production contributes 
only a very limited part. Hence, we do not use up 

a lot of space with our office buildings and work-
shops, and our impact on the environment due 
to space consumption, use of natural resources 
or production of waste and waste water is small. 
In the areas, where we produce larger quantities 
of waste water, we take care of proper treatment 
and/or disposal, either directly on the sites of 
our customers or by qualified third parties.

Rohrer Group supplies state-of-the-art envi-
ronmental technologies for its activities, such 
as decanter systems for treating waste water 
when required, but we can often use the facili-
ties of our customers, and their competences in 
treating and disposing water: Some of our cus-
tomers run waste water treatment facilities as 
parts of their plants. If that is not an option, we 
rely on specialized companies to treat and dis-
pose waste water adequately.

In cases of emergency or accidents, materials 
we use for our activities can pose a danger for 
the environment. This concerns chemicals on 
the one hand, but on the other hand also trans-
ported goods such as waste water etc. that 
stems from our activities. To reduce the impact 
on the environment, we train our employees on 
how to respond to emergency situations they 
may face during their work. Moreover, our HSEQ 
Department assesses the risks associated with 
our activities, to be able to reduce those risks as 
much as possible, and to take appropriate mea-
sures beforehand.

Our greenhouse gas emissions, primarily cau-
sed by our vehicle fleet, has by far the greatest 
effect of our activities on the environment. For 
this reason, we replace our vehicles regular-
ly considering applicable laws and regulations, 
and our fleet management keeps the technolo-
gies in use up to date.

The use of electrical vehicles has been conside-
red, but due to safety regulations in most plants 
of our customers, it is not possible to switch our 
complete fleet to electrically powered vehicles. 
However, we do exchange conventional vehicles 
with electrical ones where possible.

Allow a swift transition, we currently have elect-
ric cars at three locations in Austria and Germa-

ny, where we have also built charging stations 
for electrical vehicles. In addition, we have set up 
photovoltaic systems in Rannersdorf (AT), Lud-
wigshafen and Abensberg at IIS (DE). Another 
one will enter service next year in the neighbo-
ring city of Schwechat (AT).

We also play our part in reducing our clients’ 
ecological footprint: The services we offer, be 
it efficient hot and cold insulation, or industrial 
cleaning of process residue increase the energy 
efficiency and thus help optimizing the energy 
consumption and greenhouse gas emissions. We 
also play an important role during turnarounds 
and shutdowns, where we build and install new 
and more efficient equipment and plants. This 
allows a better adaptation to our customers’ 
needs, but also increases the energy efficiency 
and environmental sustainability.

The Rohrer Group hazmat landfill services are 
another important contribution in protecting our 
environment: We clean up hazardous materials 
landfills and dispose the materials using state-
of-the-art technologies; by improving the quality 
of soil we can improve the quality of life and in-
crease biodiversity in those areas. We also offer 
services in the field of pollutant and asbestos 
abatement, where we apply highly efficient met-
hods that remove the asbestos particles from 
the air immediately where they may be released, 
and thus it is possible to reduce the risk for our 
employees and our environment.

We are further increasing our portfolio of ser-
vices: Our new wind turbine servicing branch 
has just completed the first jobs in Norway suc-
cessfully.

Sustainable Use of Materials

Our employees are eager to use materials effi-
ciently and to avoid waste to the greatest possi-
ble extent. In our workshops they use materials 
consciously so that cuts can be kept to a mini-
mum; they conduct cuts in such manner that the 
rests can be re-used to a very high degree. Mo-
reover, waste materials are being separated to 
facilitate recycling of unusable residues. Thus, 
our employees do not only use materials sustai-
nably, but they also have an increased conscien-
ce for what they can contribute to environmental 
protection even in their private sphere.

The Rohrer Group avoids using chemicals, par-
ticularly such with potentially severe impact on 
the environment, as much as possible by sear-
ching for solutions that allow us to apply techno-
logy with at least the same effect, but less envi-
ronmental impact. This is a particular challenge 
in the field of industrial cleaning, where we re-
place aggressive chemicals by high-pressure 
water cleaning (pressures of 1000bar and more) 
or abrasive, sand or ice blasting.
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Waste Prevention and Disposal

Our primary goal is to minimize waste, both by 
the responsible use of materials in production 
as well as by deliberate decisions in the purcha-
sing process. For example, we rather purchase 
potable water in larger recyclable containers 
than disposable bottles. However, our activities 
unfortunately do not allow us to avoid waste al-
together. Hence, we have competent partners 
who help us ensure that waste gets disposed 
properly. We also increase our competences in 
this field: Rohrer Group employees are currently 
waste management officers at the OMV refinery 
in Schwechat and at Chemiepark Linz (Austria); 
at the latter we also operate the recycling cen-
ter, taking care of an appropriate separation and 
storage of waste, including hazardous materials 
such as chemical residues, used lubricants etc. 
A close cooperation with disposal companies en-
sures appropriate procedures for safely treating 
those materials.

Moreover, our Jockgrim office (Germany) is cer-
tified by TÜV as waste management company 
(“TÜV-zertifizierter Entsorgungsfachbetrieb”).

Memberships and Certificates

• All members of the Rohrer Group are 
certified according to ISO 9001 and ISO 
14001 as well as SCC 

• Jockgrim office (Germany): waste ma-
nagement company certified by TÜV

• Stade office (Germany):
• Specialist Company according to 

Water Law (“Fachbetrieb nach dem 
Wasserrecht”)

• Quality sign “Sealing joints” by Gü-
tegemeinschaft Tankschutz

• Quality sign “Interior tank coating” 
by Gütegemeinschaft Tankschutz

• Quality sign “Coating of collecting 
trays“ by Gütegemeinschaft Tank-
schutz

• Dietzenbach office (Germany): Spe-
cialist Company according to Water Law 
(“Fachbetrieb nach dem Wasserrecht”)

• Johann Rohrer GmbH, Rohrer Service 
GmbH, Rohrer Industrieservice GmbH, 
Rohrer Immobilienverwaltungs GmbH 
(Germany): Energy audit according to 
DIN16247-1

• Rohrer Beteiligungs- und Verwaltungs 
GmbH, Rohrer Belgium B.V.B.A and 
Rohrer Netherlands B.V. are members 
of the “Stichting Industriële Reiniging” 
(Industrial Cleaning Foundation) 
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SUSTAINABILITY ALONG 
THE SUPPLY CHAIN

Hence, we require that our suppliers and con-
tractors commit to our Code of Conduct, thus 
creating a basis for safe and fair working con-
ditions.
To ensure that our suppliers are apt and comply 
with our values and codes, our supplier quali-
fication procedure involves a thorough back-
ground check of potential suppliers. A checklist 
ensures equal evaluation standards for all po-
tential suppliers and creates transparency for 
the decision process. All decisions for suppliers 
have to be based on the evaluation results from 
this checklist and have to follow the order resul-
ting from the evaluation score.
To increase transparency even more and to de-
crease the risk within our supply chain by vio-
lations of environmental laws, labor or human 
rights, we pay special attention to the following 
factors:

• Proof of a certified management system 
(e.g., ISO 9001)

• Proof of a certified environmental manage-
ment system (e.g., ISO 14001)

• Proof of a safety management system (e.g. 
SCC)

Individual audits may be conducted if required.

Violations of our values must not be tolerated. 
Hence we encourage our employees as well as 
externals to report such violations using our 
“Blue Boxes” or directly to the Compliance offi-
cer using our compliance website.

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOP-
MENT

We are a family business. As such, sustainability 
is a central concern for us. Hence, we want to 
guarantee our children and grandchildren to live 
and work under similar conditions as we know 
them today. 

Stakeholder

To ensure sustainable development, it is import-
ant to know whom we affect with our activities in 
what way and to what extent. On the one hand, 
the company owners, its employees and custo-
mers as well as its contractors and suppliers 
are directly affected; on the other hand, we have 
an impact on our society and economy (e.g. by 
creating jobs thus increasing financial wealth) as 
well as the performance of the state by paying 
taxes etc. as well as the environment. We see a 
particular impact on society, which we can have 
in many different ways. For example, we can 
create and secure jobs both within our company 
as well as by cooperation with local businesses 
and craftsmen. 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
Customer orientation is an important aspect of 
our company vision. Rohrer Group can proudly 
look back at very positive customer feedback on 
quality and safety of our activities. Some high-
lights of the past year are:

• Note of gratitude for excellent turnaround 
performance at the PCK refinery in Schwedt/
Oder (Germany)

• Bayernoil Safety and Quality Award 2019
• Letter of Recommendation from Phillips  

refinery 2019

At this point, we would also like to give a quick 
glimpse at some of our outstanding projects of 
the past year. One of those projects was the scaf-
folding bridge across high-speed train tracks in 
Germany. To achieve this, the 21m long bridge 
had to be pre-assembled along with the towers 
on each side of the tracks, which required pre-
cise positioning. The bridge could then be lifted 
into position over night, requiring close coopera-
tion with the German Railway Company and our 
client Merck. The job could be accomplished to 
the satisfaction of all parties involved.

At Chemiepark Linz, our insulation and scaffol-
ding branches are involved in the renovation of 
a steam pipeline. Several kilometers of scaffol-
ding had to be erected for this job without inter-
fering with everyday operations in the plant, and 
new insulation had to be prepared and installed.

We used state-of-the-art technology such as the 
“Domed Bundle Positioner” at Shell’s refinery in 
Godorf (Germany). This system, which is positio-
ned through a manhole, allows to clean vessels 
and equipment in place. This way it was possible 
to clean the heat exchanger safely and precisely 
without having to disassemble the dome.

In Heide/Hemmingstedt, three major turn-
arounds were planned. These were carried out 
by our local company and were actively suppor-
ted by the turnaround team from Vienna. As a 
result, the plant parts were able to go back into 
operation on time.

We are already working on many new projects 
for the current business year, both at the plan-
ning and the execution stage, and we are looking 
forward to the new challenges, and to continuing 
the success of the past years.

„The greatest risk for our 
contribution to sustainability 
lies in our supply chain, as 
this is the part over which 
we have the least control.“
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Our Sites:

Niklasdorf (AUT),  Wien (AUT), Schwechat (AUT), Linz (AUT), Enns (AUT), Lenzing (AUT), Jockgrim (GER), Dietzenbach (GER), 
Gelsenkirchen (GER),  Köln (GER), Stade (GER), Burghausen (GER), Herten (GER), Merseburg (GER), 
Neustadt/Donau (GER), Ludwigshafen (GER), Würzburg (GER),  Pratteln (CHE), Bratislava (SVK), Stellendam (NLD), 
Antwerpen (BEL), Rouen (FRA), Porvoo (FIN), Kulloo (FIN), Isdalstø (NOR), Bukarest (ROU), Pitesti (ROU), Brazi (ROU), 
Istanbul (TUR), Immingham (GBR), Katowice (POL), Cairo (EGY), Marokko (MAR)

www.rohrer-grp.com
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